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ABOUT FXCC
FXCC is a true STP/ECN broker, founded in 2010 with an aim towards 
providing the investors from all over the world access to a manipulation-
free trading environment with no conflict of interest.

As a true NDD (No Dealing Desk) broker, we provide our clients with 
direct access to a liquid forex ECN model, where all clients obtain the 
same access to the same liquid markets, where trades are executed 
instantaneously, without any delay or re-quotes. The opportunity 
for stop loss hunting or spread widening in this case is eliminated, 
as trades remain anonymous and liquidity providers only see orders 
coming from within the FXCC system.

Investors choosing FXCC as their trusted broker, can be assured that 
they will always have fair and transparent trading conditions. 

Company Vision
Through our impeccable client support, education and trading conditions, FXCC aims to build long-term, successful 
relationship with our clients, as well as strong global presence. Being reliable, passionate and determined, FXCC always 
stands behind our promise of being ‘a broker on your side.

Company Values
Through communication, FXCC aims on strengthening the relationship with our clients. Showing integrity and passion 
in placing the company’s heart and mind into every solution, we always take our clients’ suggestions seriously. FXCC 
is determined to deliver quality at every step by maintaining high standard of excellence in each undertaking, while 
constantly pushing boundaries of possibility.

Company Mission
FXCC mission is to provide exceptional trading services to our clients, through transparency and honesty in delivering the 
best trading experience. Every effort has been made to ensure an optimal trading environment at all times.
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Having the experience and the knowledge, FXCC has come far and still have a way to go with the goal already in sight and 
committed to its core principle: to offer traders a transparent and safe access to the financial markets.

We understand trader's needs and support them in achieving their investment goals, by providing a unique suite of resources, 
from quality educational material, to custom-made trading tools, world-class trading platforms, low cost trading terms and 
professional support 24/5.

A BROKER ON YOUR SIDE

Cost Effective

Secure

Customer Centric

No Conflicts

We have minimized the trading costs, with the exclusive ECN XL 
Account, offering spreads as low as 0.1, zero commissions*, zero 
mark-up and zero swap.

We maintain solid regulatory framework and clients funds are fully 
secured, held in segregated accounts.

We always strive to provide the best services to our clients and enhance 
their trading experience.

Straight through processing, no dealing desk, no re-quotes, no conflict 
of interest with our clients.

* Terms & Conditions Apply
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REGULATORY OVERVIEW
FXCC brand is an international brand that is authorized and regulated in various jurisdictions 
and is committed to offer the best possible trading experience. We have been in the market 
since 2010 and to date, FXCC provides solid and trusted grounds to our clients.

TRADING
FOREX, 

METALS & 
INDICES

Trade 46 currency pairs, 
Gold, Silver and Indices

on tight spreads

Trade on the most popular MT4 platform with no conflict of 
interest: true STP execution!

With one account you gain access to all trading platforms for 
mobile and desktop.

Handle multiple accounts with user friendly layout and 
advanced functionality of the MT4 Multi-terminal

TRADING PLATFORMS
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Whatever your level of experience or your trading style, FXCC has an account that will accommodate 
your trading needs. 

TRADING ACCOUNT TYPES

FXCC Award winning ECN XL Account

* Subject to eligibility
** Terms & Conditions Apply

WINNER 2017
BEST FOREX

TRADING ACCOUNT

Minimum deposit 500 USD

Available base currencies EUR, USD, GBP

Instruments 30

Spreads from 0.1

Leverage up to 1:200*

Minimum lots 0.01

ZERO Commissions**

ZERO Deposit fees

ZERO Swaps

ZERO Markup

Extra Benefits

Free Technical AnalysisExpert Advisors

Free Economic CalendarFree Trading Tools

Free SMS NotificationsHedging Capability

Personal Account ManagerFree VPS

Minimum deposit 100.000 USD

Available base currencies EUR, USD, GBP

Instruments 50

Spreads from 0.1

Leverage up to 1:200*

Minimum lots 0.01

Advanced Account

Minimum deposit 100 USD

Available base currencies EUR, USD, GBP

Instruments 30

Spreads from 0.1

Leverage up to 1:300*

Minimum lots 0.01

Standard Account
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At FXCC we are offering our clients educational material for both, beginners and 
experienced traders to benefit from. In addition, we offer a complete suite of 
trading tools and daily fundamental and technical analysis to ensure our clients 
have all they need, to make informed trading decisions.

TRADING TOOLS & FX EDUCATION

WHY INVEST WITH FXCC?
We can help you succeed by providing a completely transparent 
and manipulation free environment for you to trade in; your orders 
are sent directly to the market with no dealing desk interference. 
You will get the best quotes and fills the market can deliver. 

Swap free (Islamic) Accounts.Exceptional 24/5 customer support.

Trasparent pricing and competitive forex spreads.Trading with a Regulated Broker.

Superior Quality of Execution.Free Education.

No stop-loss hunting and spread widening.No re-quotes, no trading against the clients.

WHAT DOES INVESTING WITH FXCC MEAN FOR YOU?
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MARKETING COMMUNICATION DISCLAIMER:
The information within this brochure has been compiled by FX Central Clearing Ltd for general marketing purposes only. FXCC assumes no responsibility for omissions 
or any errors within and will not accept any liability suffered or incurred by any person arising out of or in connection with any reliance on the content of or information 
contained in this brochure. You are advised to  always refer to FXCC website for latest and most accurate information. 

RISK WARNING:
Trading in Forex and Contracts for Difference (CFDs), which are leveraged products, is highly speculative and involves substantial risk of loss. It is possible to lose all your 
capital. Therefore, Forex and CFDs may not be suitable for all investors. Only invest with money you can afford to lose. So please ensure that you fully understand the risks 
involved. Seek independent advice if necessary. FXCC does not provide services for United States residents and/or citizens.


